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ABSTRACT 

The study set out to determine what factors managers., who sponsor 

task groups in which they are not members,. could act upon to 

increase the possibility of a task group achieving a task o·n 

time, on schedule,. within cost and.with an acceptable and quality 

result. Telephone surveys and statistical methods were employed 

to collect and analyze data from 59 members of 10 different ·task 

groups in 5 separate organizations. 

Variables pertaining to the group .. s context over which the 

sponsor had some control (le. resource mix of group members., 

motivating task, environmental support,. group leader's 

organizational power and sponsor's commitment> were measured 

along with internal group conditions (ie. leadership, commitment,. 

group process and group effectiveness) that a sponsor would have 

no direct control over. The study explored what relations existe·d 

between these variables and different measures of group 

performance. 

Through correlational and regression analyses,. the quality of 

group .outputs was found to be significantly related to three 

internal group conditions : group effectiveness, leadership and 

member skills and knowledge. The ability to achieve the task on 

schedule was significantly related to: the sponsor's commitment 

and the importance of the task to group meabers. The 

acceptability of group outcomes was sign if lcantly related to 

environmental support. 

i i i 



Thus one performance outcome was attributable to internal 

conditions while two others were attributable to contextual 

variables. 

The importance of this study is that there has been little 

research on the effects of group context on small group 

performance. While the research had limitations. it does 

highlight the need to continue to study context in the design of 

effective task groups. 

Iaplications for managerial action and future research are 

discussed. 
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I. INTRODQQTION 

In large organizations, task groups have become an acceptable 

means to address special organizational needs and problems which 

effect large segments of the organ~zatlon. Task groups are often 

created by senior managers and composed of organizational members 

who bring the varying perspectives and skills the task requires. 

However, because task groups exist and function separately from 

that part of the organization which deals with the production of 

goods and services, they present a unique management challenge 

for those managers who sponsor such groups and yet are not 

members of the group itself. 

The following research was undertaken to determine what factors a 

sp-0nsor, who ls not a member of the task group, could act upon to 

increase the possibility of superior task group performance. 

A literature review of theories on managing change, project 

management and small group dynamics formed the basis of the 

research model. Using the model, a field study and a survey 

were employed to collect data on the relationships, surrounding 

and practices of, selected task groups. 

The findings of the research are described, analyzed and 

discussed to determine what factors are strongly associated with 

task group success and quality results. 
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II. THEORY 

DacKsround 
With reductions in resources and rapid changes in the 

environment, organizations need to be simultaneously more 

efficient and more flexible <Lawrence and Dyer 1983). In 

response, many organizations use project teams, committees, task 

forces and other such task groups to manage change, solve 

problems, make declslons and facilitate other organizational 

contingencies which may arise <Kanter 1982). 

Task groups are temporary structures; their existence, given the 

sponsors good grace, ls determined by the life cycle of the task. 

Upon completion of the assignment, task group members usually 

return to their functional areas. Task groups are normally 

sponsored by senior management to quickly accomplish assignments 

which effect more than one organizational unit and are critical 

to the productivity, the growth and/or the continued survival of 

the organization itself. Although the sponsor ls responsible for 

results of the group, most sponsors are not members of the task 

group. 

These sponsors are concerned about this situation because forming 

the group, in itself, does not guarantee that the group will 

successfully achieve its task. They generally do not have the 

same control to direct the actlvltles of the g·roup as they would 

have if they were the project managers. Hence, there ls a growing 

concern among these managers to understand and carry out those 
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management practices which would allow them to effectively manage 

the task group from outside the group and thereby increase the 

probability of task group effectiveness. Thus research in this 

area would seem to be worthwhile because l t could produce some 

potentially useful information for managers ln thls sltuatlon. 

LJterature BevJew 
A substantial amount of literature ls available on task groups. 

However, the bulk of task group research has been primarily 

focused on the internal dynamics of the task group. Much of the 

work ls theoretical research with some empirical work done in 

controlled laboratory settings (Bushe 1984). Few studies take the 

group's environment into account. 

One plece of empirical work which does consider task group 

environment (context> ls an effectiveness study carried out on 

100 sales teams in the communications industry (Gladstein 1984). 

Thls research attempts to integrate prior task group research to 

determine what influence group process behaviors have on group 

effectiveness while accounting for group composition, group 

structure and organizational level variables. 

Gladstein found that processes within the group accounted for a 

large portion of variance in terms of member outcomes (eg. 

satisfaction, open communication, supportlveness> but almost none 

of the variance in the performance outcomes (eg. sales revenue> 

when compared against performance standards set by the 

organization. One problem with this ls that measures of actual 
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performance are somewhat outside of the group's control <sales 

quota's). In comparing relative success, Gladstein did not 

control for the different markets these groups were in, so her 

measure of performance ls questionable. 

A second problem is that Gladstein .did not consider the 

organizational context within which the group functioned. 

Gladstein considers the task group in a context of a linear 

system of inputs, process and outputs. Yet organizational context 

ls not an input; it influences inputs. Organizational context may 

be considered the conditions in which the task group exists. 

These conditions are not constrained by time; they exlst over 

time. Although task group process ls linear, the task group 

itself may be viewed as an open non-linear system which interacts 

to one extent or another with its environment. 

Because Gladstein's model focuses primarily on group process, lt 

does not lend itself well to the non-linear analysis of the 

relationship between the group's external environment and 

internal conditions and the influence this relationship has on 

the group performance. 

In the few published theoretical articles that consider group 

environment, both Cummings (1978) and Hackman (1983) believe that 

the organizational context of task groups ls important to task 

group performance. It ls clear from their studies that some 

contextual factors are within the control of the sponsor and 

others are not <Bushe 1984). Typically the factors outside their 
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direct control may be: reward systems, organizational structure 

and climate. On the other hand, within their control, task group 

sp·onsors are able to organ l ze, manage and prov lde the task group 

with clear boundaries which determine how much autonomy and 

support the task group receives from its organization and 

environment <Cummings 1981). 

The fact that the task group ls separate from, but dependent on, 

its organization for survival makes it important for managers to 

consider the organization context when forming a task group. 

Factors 1n Managing Task Groups 
The research to be presented here tests a model which was 

developed from theories on task group effectiveness and project 

management. Bushe's (1984) model for 'managing groups from the 

outsi~e' was the. basis upon which the following research model 

was designed and tested. 

Bushe's model primarily focuses on the manipulation of three 

factors and their influence on creating effective decision

making and problem solving task groups. The three factors are 

considered contextual factors and are referred to as Resource 

Mix, Motivating Task and Environmental Support. With the proper 

manipulation of these factors Bushe argues that sponsors can 

expect a group with high cohesion, high member satisfaction, high 

output and hlgh outcome quality. 
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Essentially Bushe's model says that effective task groups have 

members who 'want to do the task' <Motivating Task), 'know how to 

do the task' (Resource Mix) and are 'able to get what they need to 

do the task' <Environmental Support) CBushe 1984). Each of the 

three factors a~d their variables are discussed below in terms of 

their relationship to task group performance. For reference to 

supporting research literature see Bushe (1984). 

Baste Factors 

A. Resource Mix 
Resource mix refers to the hurAan resources brought to the group 

by its members which contribute to the accomplishment of the 

task. The variables associated with Resource Mix are skill, 

knowledge and experience, interpersonal skills, organization 

contacts, time and group size. 

Resource Mlx ls believed to be a factor in task group 

effectiveness because the task group members must have a certain 

level of competence with regard to the subject matter of the task 

and group work in order to proceed with the work and achieve an 

acceptable result. The level of competence of the group will 

depend upon the knowledge, skills, and experience brought to the 

group by the membership to accomplish the task. 

Personally each member should bring skill and knowledge on the 

subject •~tter of the task and the interpersonal skills necessary 

for effective group work. 
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Another asset brought to the team by the membership is their 

contacts to various parts of the organization which may be 

•ffected by the group's task. These contacts are valuabl• to th~ 

group for sources of information and getting 'buy-in' from others 

outside of the group who could have an influence on the 

implementation of the group's result. 

The size of the group can have an affect on the effectiveness of 

the group in two ways. First of all, there could be either too 

many or too few members. With too few members there may not be 

enough human resources or the resource mix to get the work d-0ne. 

On the other hand, the right resource mix could also result ln 

too many members. With too many members coordination of the group 

may become difficult or some members may not be able to 

effectively contribute. The balance of size and resource mix is 

a judgement call by management. 

The amount of time members are available to contribute to the 

group's worth is believed to be important to task group 

functioning. Members who cannot dedicate sufficient time to the 

group can become a hindrance. Members who are not available to 

the group create stoppages and waste the group's time by having 

to be continually brought up to date. 
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B. Motlyatlng Task 
A motivating task is believed to be a factor in task group 

effectiveness because of the notion that a motivating task will 

irapel or influence individuals to act or participate. A task 

which motivates members to act or ~artlclpate may be 

characterized by the variables: clarity of task; interdependence; 

challenging; important and relevant; stake in the outcome; 

feedback on progress, and feedback on task. 

It ls critical that the task group know what and where the goal 

ls. A task, which ls an assigned piece of work, must be clearly 

defined or :the members wlll not have an understanding of what 

precisely they have to do nor will they be able to determine how 

they might proceed with doing lt. This can cause false starts and 
/ 

a wastage of time and resources. 

Task groups are normally formed where lt ls deemed that more than 

one person 1s needed to accomplish a task. Interdependence refers 

to the extent to which members need each other to accomplish the 

task and the extent to which the task group integrates 

interdependent organizational units. Interdependence seems to be 

a necessary condition for team cohesiveness. Interdependence also 

seems to motivate ln that it leads to mutual support and a 

feeling that members need each other and are necessary to produce 

quality results <Rubin et al, 1975). 

The variables associated with interdependency are need, necessity 

and effort. To need each member means that all members are 
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required, in terms of supplementary manpower, to accomplish the 

task. The necessity of each member means that all members are 

required, in terms of complementary skills, knowledge and 

organizational requireraents, to accomplish the task. For example, 

all members may be needed to do the task more quickly, but are 

not necessary wlth respect to special skills, knowledge and 

organizational requirements. 

Also, to obtain quality results often requires total group 

effort. Without the effort of every member the task group is not 

likely to be effective. 

A challenging task ls believed to be important to motivate 

lll'embers. However, too little or too much challenge can 

demotivate. Of course matching the appropriate members to the 

appropriate task ls important In regard to challenge. 

Important and relevant refer to tasks which effect members either 

directly through professional development while working on a 

task, or indirectly through changes in their work unit and work 

methods. How critical~ task ls to the organization and the 

Individual group member may be important in motivating that 

member toward achievement of a task. Also, the member may become 

motivated when they have a personal stake in an outcome which may 

result in their promotion or some other change which would effect 

them directly. 

Feedback on progress relates to the degree to which members could 
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see progress as they worked. Knowing where they are with respect 

to what has yet to be done normally motivates members to complete 

the task. 

Feedback on task provides positive periodic feedback on how well 

the task group ls doing. Positive feedback gives members 

encouragement and a feeling that what they are doing ls important 

and what ls expected. 

In summary, al though a task in l tse 1 f may be very concrete and' 

definite, the ways in which a task can be structured are not. The 

sponsor has a fair amount of control over: the extent to which 

each variable ls used; how well the presentation of a task 

highlights member Interdependence; and the extent to which a task 

appears challenging and important to group members. A well 

structured task ls likely to contribute to member motivation. 

c, Envtronmenta1 support 

In Bushe's model (1984), ''Environmental support refers to the 

degree to which members feel that the group's task ls valued by 

the organization, particularly the management and that their 

efforts will actually result ln some outcome'' (Bushe 1984, 

p.10). The variables associated with ~nvironmental support are : 

recognition, responsiveness, legitimacy and expectation of 

success. 

It is well known that recognition, in terms of rewards or 

accolades, ls symbolically important ln acknowledging the worth 
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of an individual to the organization. Recognition also reinforces 

a member's sense of belonging and membership ln the organization. 

Recognition may be viewed as a type of currency organizations 11ay 

use in an attempt to acquire and further a sense of duty or 

obligation from group members. Recognition means that others 

outside the group see the task as important and valued. Members 

may tend to associate their importance with the importance of the 

task. They may exert more effort because they perceive that they 

may receive recognition as a result of the importance and 

visibility of the task. However, recognition may be seen as 

meaningless by task group members lf the organization ls not 

responsive to the needs of the task group to proceed with the 

work. 

The extent to which the organization responds to the groups 

requests for information, resources, decisions and action is 

likely to influence the ability of the task group to proceed with 

its work. A responsive organization seeks to remove blockages and 

form linkages which promote task group effectiveness. Lack of 

responsiveness could engender feelings of abandonment, 

frustration and possibly hopelessness. Task group effectiveness 

will diminish or increase in response to the task group's ability 

to acquire the necessary provisions from the organization. 

Legitimacy has to do with the extent to which members feel they 

can influence the organization with respect to the task and the 

extent to which their efforts will actually be used. Being a 
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member of a group which few people think will actually have an 

impact ls demotivating. A task group wlll likely view Its 

environment as being supportive, if they can influence the 

organization with respect to the task group's output. 

The organization's expectation of task group success may have an 

influence on the task group's attitude with respect to their own 

expectation of success. Bushe refers to studies on the 

'pygmallion effect' to suggest that a sponsor's expectations will 

effect group outcomes. A low expectation of success from the 

organization may be viewed as low environmental support by the 

task group. 

Environmental support ls also considered important because 

acquisition of resources from the environment ls considered 

critical to the survival of any open system. 

context versus Process 
Building on Bushe's earlier work this study sought to explore 

whether context has any discernable effect on group performance 

while accounting for Internal group conditions. In formulating 

the study, additional contextual variables were theorized and a 

short list of variables associated with internal conditions were 

determined. Both sets of these variables are listed below and 

discussed. 

Additional contextual variables studied 
Additional contextual variables were identified as a result of a 

literature search and personal Interviews. 
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A.Group Leader's organizational Power 
Power is considered here as a function of authority and 

inf 1 uence. Auth'or l ty is the inst i tut i anal right to eterc i se 

power, and influence is the ability to influence others over wh6~ 

there is no formal authority. The d_elegation of authority and/or 

the ability of individuals to influence others is the mechanism 

by which the distribution of power in organizations is controlled 

CMintzberg 1983). 

The group's leader is most often appointed by the sponsor and has 

a certain authority to speak and act on behalf of the group. 

While Bushe (1984) theorized that it would be important for group 

members to have organizational influence, this study tested the 

notion that the group leader's ~rganizational power would 

differentially effect group outcomes. 

The leader depends upon authority and influence to acquire 

resources and support in achievement of the task. Because 

authority and influence are also important in mobilizing 

resources and the task group, the degree to which the group's 

leader has power may effect group outcomes. 

Autonomy is the extent to which a group ieader ls left alone in 

the achievement of the task. In some cases, senior managers, who 

do not belong to the group, may try to directly effect group 

procedures or outcomes. Having autonomy will allow the group to 

develop a sense of consistency in how it operates and may 
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contribute to overall effective functioning. 

B. sponsor commttment 
Commitment, in general, refers to an attitude toward task group 

decisions, participation and the task. Attitude refers to 

feelings, beliefs and intentions CZikmund 1984) about the group 

and task. 

Commitment is believed to be the basis from which relentless and 

deliberate behavior ls exhibited toward task achievement. The 

level of commitment toward achieving the task may be established 

and influenced by the sponsor's attitude toward the task and the 

group. The level of member commitment brought to the task and 

maintained throughout the task may effect task group performance. 

Internal Group variables studied 
Internal group variables were studied tQ determine the extent to 

which contextual variables actually affect group performance 

independent of internal group processes. The four internal 

variables studied were : Leadership, Commitment, Group Process 

and Group Effectiveness. 

A. Leadership 
Leadership consists of transactions between leaders and followers 

and good leadership ls a function of power and competence (Kanter 

1977). Power in this case ls defined as the ability to mobilize 

resources and get things done <Kanter 1977) and competence ls 

defined as the ability to do things right. Leadership is a 
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generally -accepted ingredient of task group effectiveness. Maier 

(1967) observed that under many situations the leader's role is 

imp~ttant in bringi~g out group problem solving potential. With 

good leadership, task groups will have a better opportunity to be 

successful. 

The variables associated with providing good leadership to• 

group are: direction, knowledge and experience, communication 

skills, management skills, maintain direction, problem solving 

skills and contribution (Hare 1976). 

Leadership in itself requires that leaders must have a sense 6f 

direction with respect to the ways and means of achieving the 

task. Once the direction has been determined, it behoves the 

leader to maintain it. 

In order to direct the work, a leader should have some knowledge 

and exp·erience on both the subject matter of the task and the 

managing of task groups. Without knowledge and experience, the 

leader has very little with which to take the lead. 

Leaders probably will be more effective in the coordination of 

the group's work if they have good communication and management 

skills. 

A barrier to effectiveness of a task group is the inability to 

resolve and benefit from member disagreements. Healthy 

disagreement brings in new perspectives on an issue. A capable 

leader can facilitate such situations to bring about better 
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quality solutions. 

Successful leaders contribute to the achievement of a task. In 

other words they add value to the group's worth in terms of 

process, content and direction. 

s. ttember G0mrnttrnent 
Member's feelings, beliefs and intentions toward the task are 

believed to be strongly related to the potential of a task group 

to achieve a task. Highly performing task groups are expected to 

have a high level of commitment. 

Each member should feel good about the task and about 

participating with their group. They should clearly understand 

the task and its relevance. They should come to the task with 

full intentions of participating until task completion. With 

these feelings, beliefs and intentions the members will be 

considered to have cornmltment. 

c. Group Process 
How a group carries out its assignment may possibly affect 

progress and effect the outcome. Group Process ls used ln the 

analysis to determine how much variance ln task group 

effectiveness ls explained by internal process. 

As studied here, group process is: 

1) the extent to which the group depended upon a structured 

process as opposed to the innovative ability of the team to 

work through the task, and 
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2) the ability of the team to quickly proceed with the work. 

p, Group Effectiveness 

Group Effectiveness is the fourth internal variable studied. 

Group Effectiveness is measured in terms of how well the group 

optimized its resources and to what extent it worked in a well 

orchestrated manner. Effectiveness ls concerned with the ability 

of the group to utilize the skills and knowledge of the members 

in a coordinated fashion. Maier (1967) found that organization 

and integration of group assets to be a critical factor in a 

group's potential. It ls likely that effective groups will be 

higher performers. 

Dependent Measures 
Dependent measures are those measures which are associated with 

task group performance. They are based in project management 

theory CBadawy 1982) and group problem solving theory (Maier 

1967). 

A. success 

For this research, success ls defined by the scope of the work, 

the schedule and the cost. These three dimensions are borrowed 

from project management theory where they are commonly used to 

define a project <Badawy 1982). Success may be viewed as the 

result of the group's achievement of their objectives within 

these dimensions. 

Scope defines the task. It delineates precisely what has to be 
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done. Scope is sometimes referred to as a terms of reference, a 

specification or a description of work. As measured here, scope 

refers to the extent to which a task was achieved as originally 

sp·ecified without revision. Schedule is the time frame within 

·which a task has to be completed. Cost is total time within the 

schedule that members expected to sp·end working on the task. Task 

group success measures the extent to which the team achieved 

these conditions. 

B. Acceptability 

Acceptablilty is how well the group"s results were received by the 

sponsor and others in the organization, particularly those who 

have a stake in the outcome. Acceptability measures the extent to 

which the group's output was well received. 

c. Quality 

More effective task groups will likely result in increasing 

quality of solutions (Maier 1967). Quality measures the extent to 

which the group was perceived as achieving a high quality output. 

summary 

The argument is that a group"s context and its internal processes 

will affect its performance. The role of internal process in task 

group performance is well researched. This study is more 

concerned with understanding the effect of context on task g·roup 

performance., independent of internal process. The contextual 

variables studied here are resource mix, motivating task, 

environmental support., leader"s organizational power and sponsor 
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commitment. Internal group conditions controlled for here are 

leadership, group process, effectiveness and member commitment. 

d'n:e assumption is that the sponsor has power and influenc·e ov·er 

the contextual variables which affect the ability of the task 

group to perform well. The sponsor. is not seen to have direct 

c-0ntrol over internal conditions of the task group. 

A second assumption is that other contextual variables will, 

effect group performance (eg. organizational climate, market 

condititins, mergers, economy> but that these are outside the 

sponsor's control. As such, they are not considered in this 

study. 

Hypothesis Stqdled 

No specific hypotheses were formulated for this study. Rather, 

this i~ an exploratory first step in as9ertaining whether group 

context can be shown to be associated with group outcomes. 

Therefore all independent variables were examined for their 

individual and collective correlation with all dependent 

variables. 

The model tested here is shown in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1 

THE THEORETICAL MODEL USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER 

CONTEXTUAL CONDITIONS INFLUENCE GROUP PERFORMANCE 

INTERNAL GROUP CONDITIONS 

• Leadership 

• Group Process 

• Group Effectiveness 

• Commitment 

CONTEXTUAL CONDITIONS 
• Resource Mix 

• Environmental Support 

• Motivating Task 

• Leader 1 s Organizational 
Power 

• Sponsor 1 s Commitment 
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• Scope 
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• Quality 
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III, RESEARCH METHOQ 

The theoretical model (Figure 1>, as developed, consists of Gro·up . 

Pctrformance measures: Scope, Schedule, Cost, Quality and 

Acceptance and independent variables associated with Internal 

Group Conditions : Leadership, Group Process, Group Efficiency 

and Commitment, and Contextual Conditions: Resource Mix, 

E·nv ironmental Support, Hot 1 vat lng Task, Leader's Organ i zat l o·nal 

Power and Sponsor's Commitment. Once developed, the model w~s 

examined ln a fleld study and lt was determined that these 

factors seemed to cover al 1 those concerns sponsors would have lri 

forming an effective task group. 

The field study involved writing, a report on the organization and 

functioning of five task groups whose task was the design and 

implementation of a new organizational design for a Division of 

a company. The factors from the theoretlcal model formed the 

basic outline of the report and seemed sufficient to describe and 

interpret task group and sponsor practices. The sponsor and 

facilitators of these task groups read and critiqued the report. 

In general they felt that the model was sufficient in describing 

and interpreting the sponsor's and task group's practices. 

Although no new factors came out of this analysis, the variables 

associated with these factors were refined. 
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Quest tonnaJre 

The work completed up to this point in the study suggested that 

lf a tas·k group ls formed by satisfying certain factors relating: 

to the members, the task and the environment, thls task group 

would most likely be a high performer. The first step in 

determining if outcomes are associated with group context was to 

collect data for analysis from task groups in an organizational 

•ettlng using a questionnaire. 

Format 
The questionnaire was developed by using criteria advocated by 

Zlkmund (1984> in conjunction with layouts obtained fro~ other 

questionnaires which had been used in similar research. Sets of 

possible questions that might obtain good measures of the 

variables in the model were generated and critiqued. Out of this 
-. 

iterative process, the final questionnaire <Appendix I> was 

constructed. 

In order to focus the thinking of the respondent, the questlo·ns 

a•re of a s lngle d lmens ion and scaled w 1th a fixed al ternat 1 ve on 

either end and one in th'e middle. The scale is a set of whole 

numbers from one to five with a set of decimal numbers from 1.5 

to 4.5 set between the whole numbers. This effectively gives a 

scale of nine gradations. The decimal format was added to the 

questionnaire after exploratory research revealled that 

respondents seem to feel more comfortable with the decimal format 

than whole numbers. 
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The respondents were asked to answer the questions from the point 

of view of an objective observer of the group. This orientation 

was an attempt to obtain a consistent point of view and to ha.ve 

the respondents answer the questions within a well-defined frame 

of reference. 

To further assist ·in orienting the respondent the questionnaire 

ls sequenced from being general to specific in nature. The 

respondents were asked to describe briefly the goals and/or 

objectives of the task. This allowed the respondent to bring 

their mind into focus on the task and ensured all respondents 

were answering questions on the same task definition. 

0:n'e qu·est ionnaire was completed for each group leader and group 

member. Where possible the sponsor and the consultant were 

included to assist in validating the task group's response as 

observers from perspectives different than the task group's. 

'the questionnaire was laid out with sufficient space to allow 

easy reading and recording and took approximately 20 to 30 

minutes to complete. At the completion of the questionnaire 

respondents were asked if there were any concerns that were not 

covered in the questionnaire. In virtually all cases no concerns 

were voiced which would indicate additional variables may be 

required. However, this does not preclude the possibility of more 

variables. 
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As previously discussed the ~uestions are deliberately ordered 

and put into a specific task context. By doing this, a com,paris'on 

point is set at the start by defining the task and setting in t'l'~1e 

mind of the respondents the performance of the task group. It ls 

believed that a comparison point can be used to the advantage of 

obtaining more consistent results by accounting for a known built 

ln bias <Zikmund 1984). 

Th'e covering page of the questionnaire (Appendix II> was used to 

explain the p·urpose of the research and was designed to obta In 

•buy-in' from and assure respondents of conf ldent ial 1 ty in or'd1er 

to obtain candid responses. There was a concern that if 

res,p'ondents saw there was nothing in it for them to answer the 

questionnaire, they may not be as careful with their answers. 

Al so if they were concerned about confidentiality they m,ay m>'t b'e 

candid in their answers, thereby biasing the results. 

The words task group were not used with all respondents. ln ordlei" 

to increase acceptance of the questions and avoid any attitude 

bias toward them, jargon familiar to the respondents was used. 

In order to avoid misunderstanding, the language was written t~ 

be eas 11 y read and eas 11 y understood. A successful test run w;as 

done on two managers and one human resource professional who has 

extensive experience in questionnaire design. 
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Yaltdlty 
The validity of the data ls checked ln two ways: 

1. The scales were reviewed by Or. G. Bushe and two other 

profess lo·nals and seemed appropriate for the research. 

2. During the statlstlcal analysis of the data the results 

were checked for consistency with the theoretical model. 

sample 
The sample included each member of a task group and the sponsor 

where available. A total of 10 groups froll't 5 organlzatlons were 

sampled representing 59 respondents. 

The participating groups are from four areas of industry: 

engineering, banking, utilities and research and development. The 

tasks were new product development, reorganization, human 

resource development and information system development. All 

groups are located in the greater Vancouver area. 

The population ls task groups in organizations over 150 

employees. The s·ample ls comprised of lndivlduals who have been 

members on a task group which has completed its task within the 

last two years. 

Method 

The researcher canvassed lndlviduals in each organization by 

telephone and explained the purpose of the survey and what their 

participation would entail along with what benefits they might 

galn (Appendix II>. 
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When an organization agreed to participate, they would alert the 

members of the task group that a researcher would contact them by 

telephone to arrange an appointment for a telephone interview. 

After an agreed· upon time period., the respondent was cal led and 

an appointment was made to complete the questi~nnaire. This 

process was designed to minimize the time spent by the 

participants and the researcher. 

The anonymity of the respondents is respected. The participants 

" were told that their task groups would not be specifically 

identified in this report. Each task group has been offered a 

full report and an analysis of their task group. 

Data co11ection 
A telephone questionnaire survey was the method selected to 

collect the data. The data was collected in two months. Only one 

respondent out of 59 could not participa.te in the research. The 

high response rate was a result of a strong commitment fr-0m 

managers and conducting personal telephone interviews. 

Data Analysis Method 

The relationships between variables was examined using the 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences - SPSSx version 

CN'orusis 1983). 

The first step in the data analysis was to determine the internal 

reliability of the factors identified for this research <Figure 

1). Out of this analysis., specific factors with internal 
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reliability were identified. The factors without internal 

reliability were broken down into their respective variables. 

The next step was to determine the correlation among all 

reli·aining factors and variables. The final step was to· regress 

the most signlficant independent variables against the dependent 

measures to determine the extent of the linear relationship. 

Ltmitations 
Initially it was thought that it would be dlfflcult to find 

enough task groups to do the research because information ls not 

available to indicate how many task groups are operating at any 

one tlme. As it turned out the difficulty was not wlth 

availability of task groups but the availability of time to 

participate. All organizations contacted were very busy trying to 

do more with less. Those organizations who participated were, for 

the most part, interested in learning more about task group 

management and managing change. 

Because of the small sample size there may be a random sampling 

error. A sample slze of 59 task group participants may not 

adequately represent the population of individuals who would 

participate ln task groups. With a small sample it ls possible to 

randomly select g·roups which predominantly do not represent the 

population. For example, it is not known if different levels of 

management would have an effect on the structure of task groups. 

Levels of management are assumed to be Independent of 

requirements for structuring of task groups. 
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Given the sample size and the number of variables there is a 

chance that the number of observations may not be adequate to 

explain ~eliably the relationship betweefi variables. 

A measurement bias may be introduced by the managers trying to 

'look good' or being more biased toward the positive or negative. 

It is also difficult to remember, after the fact, what actually 

happened and make sense of it in the same context with others. It 

may be that members of 'successful' task groups will remember 

conditions surrounding those groups more positively than those 

whose groups were not so successful. This study has all the 

limitations associated with retrospective research. 

A further limitation is that all measures are perceptual and come 

from the responses to the quest lonn•aire. More objective m'easures 

of group outcomes would have been preferable, but these were far 

too costly and difficult to collect for·an exploratory study of 

this kind. 
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IV. FINDINGS 

Analysis 0 t Bushe Factors 
In Bushe's model <Bushe 1984), Resource Mix, Motivating Task and 

Environmental Support were identified as three contextual factors 

. which rnanagers, from outside the task group, could manipulate to 

form effective task groups. These factors were examined· for their 

internal validity u·sing the Cronbach's Alpha <Nie 1975). For this 

analysis, any value of alpha greater than 0.60 was considered 

sufficient to call the set of variables a scale., or in our case 

the set of variables will be called a factor. Table I shows the 

questions theoretically associated wlth each factor. 

The variables associated with Environmental Support showed an 

internal consistency of alpha= 0.726. With this measure 

Environmental Support wlll be kept as a single factor. Resource 

Mix and Motivating Task had low alphas o1 0.404 and 0.569 

respectitely. The variables under Resource Mix and Motivating 

Task were analyzed separately. 

Three questions measured interdependence. As a scale, 

Interdependency had an alpha of 0.666 and was kept as a single 

variable. Interdependency, in the original Bushe model was a 

variable of Motivating Task. 

In comstructlng these and all other s·cales, variables were sfm,ply 

added together and the sum divided by the number of v~rlables in 

the scale. 
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TABLE I 
THE BUSHE FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH 

THE CONTEXTUAL CONDITIONS 

INTERDEPENDENCY 
To what extent : 

1. did the members need each other to get the task done? 

2. were al 1 the members necessary to accomplish the tas·k? 

3. did qualitf results depend upon total group effort? 

Alpha= 0.666 

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT 
To what extent did you feel that : 

1. your efforts would be recognized by your peers, 
supervisors and/or managers? 

2. your efforts would be . valued by your peers, supervisors 
and/or managers? 

3. the organization responded to t~e group's requests for 
information? 

4. the organization responded to the group's requests for 
resources? 

5. the organization responded to the group's requests f 'or 
decisions? 

6. the organization responded to the group's requests for 
action? 

7. the group could influence the organization? 

8. the gr·oups output would actually be used? 

9. others in the organization expected the group to succeed? 

Alpha= 0.726 
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TABLE I - CONT'D 

BUSHE FACTORS 

RESOURCE MIX 
To what extent: 

1. did the members have the skill, knowledge and 
experience to accomplish the task? 

2. did the members have interpersonal skills necessary for 
effective group work? 

3. did the group have the contacts to various parts of the 
organization which were necessary for task success? 

4. were members able to dedicate their tim'e and contribute 
to the 9roup's worth? 

5. did the group size (too big or too small) affect group 
performance? 

Alpha= 0.404 

MOTIVATING TASK 
To what degree: 

1. was the nature of the task such that people could know 
whether they were making progress as they worked? 

2. did the group receive feedback as it worked? 

3. were you clear on what the task was? 

4. did you feel that the task was achievable? 

5. did you feel that the task was challenging? 

6. did you feel that the task was important and 
relevant to group members? 

7. did you feel that all members had a stake in the 
outcome? 

Alpha= 0.569 
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Analysis of Other Theoretical Factors 

The variables associated with Leadership showed strong internal 

consistancy. Leadership was strongest at an alpha of 0.817 <Table 

II>. 

Success was originally defined in terms of the variables scope., 

schedule and cost. In this configuration alpha was only 0.374. 

With the removal of cost., to let it stand on its own., Success had 

an internal consistency of alpha= 0.604. Although this is 

marginal., Success., as defined by scope and schedule was kept as a 

single factor. 

Group Effectiveness., defined in terms of the Organization and 

Optimization., had an alpha of 0.734. 

The factors which were not able to demonstrate internal 

consistency were Group Process <Alpha= -0.018) and Commitment 

(Alpha= 0.532). The variables under these factors will be 

analyzed separately. All the above factors and their constituent 

variables are shown in Table II. 
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TABLE II 

EXAMINATION OF THE OTHER FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH 

GROUP PERFORMANCE, INTERNAL CONDITIONS AND 

CONTEXTUAL CONDITIONS 

GROUP PERFORMANCE 

SUCCESS 
To what extent was the : 

1. task as defined, achieved? 

2. deadline achieved unrevised? 

Alpha= 0.604 

To what extent was the : 

3. task completed without unscheduled extra work? 

NOTE: Quality and Acceptance were individual variables 
studied separately. 

INTERNAL CONDITION$ 

LEADERSHIP 
To what extent: 

1. Was the leader prepared with an approach to the 
task? 

2. Did the leader have knowledge and experience on 
subject? 

3. Did the leader communicate effectively internal 
the group? 

4. Did the leader communicate effectively external 
the group? 

5 ·. Did the leader manage the group's work? 
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TABLE II - CONT•p 
6. Did the leader have a concern for establishing and 

maintaining task direction? 

7. Was the leader comfortable with surfacing and 
dealing with disagreement within the group? 

8. Did the leader contribute to the achievement of the 
task? 

Alpha= 0.817 

GROUP PROCESS 
To what extent: 

1. did the group depend upon a structured process in 
accomplishing the task as opposed to the innovative 
ability of the group? 

2. was the group able to quickly -obilize? 

Alpha= -0.018 

GROUP EFFECTIVENESS 
To what extent do you think that: 

1. the group optimized the' skills and· knowledge brought 
to the group by the membership? 

2. the group worked in a well orchestrated ~anner? In 
other words., did they 'do things right"? 

Alpha= 0.735 

COMMITMENT 
To what extent: 

1. were the members in general committed to the task? 

2. were the members., in general, committed to the group 
and its success? 

Alpha= 0.532 

CONTEXTUAL CONDITIONS - FACTORS OTHER THAN THE BUSHE FACTORS 
Leader's Organizational Power and Sponsor's Col\mitment were 
individual variables studied separately. 
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Correlation of Independent Variables with Dependent Variables 

A Pearson Correlation was carried out on all variables. The 

complete correlation matrix for all variables in this study is 

available in Appendix III. 

Cost was not correlated with any variable other than leader 

autonomy C0.30), although it was close but not signific·ant 

(-0.19) with member commitment. Cost refers to the extent to which 

there was more work time put in by members than first expected. 

Groups with highly committed members tended to have more overtime 

work. But this relationship is too low to be stati•stically 

significant. However, there is a moderate correlation with leader 

autonomy C0.30). It would seem that with more autonomy there was 

less tendency to wark hours beyond what was expected. Cost, as 

measured here, may not be an important performance measure for 

task groups in some organizations. ·rn th~ task groups interviewed 

cost was secondary to achieving the task. The value of cost as a 

measure, what it represents and how to measure it, needs to be 

looked at more closely in future research. 

Independent variables highly correlated with the dependent 

measures (significance less than 0.05) were identified. Table III 

shows a summary of the remaining three respective dependent 

variables and their associated independent variables in order of 

strength of correlation. 
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TABLE III 

DEPENDENT MEASURES AND ASSOCIATED HIGHLY CORRELATED 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Success 

Respondents perceptions of task achievement on schedule is highly 

correlated with: r = 

1. Sponsor commitment to the task and the group. 0.40 

2. Hemb~r commitment to the Group. 0.38 

3. Group Effectiveness o.37 

4. Members Stake in the outcome o. 35 

5. Task Important and Releyant to members 0.34 

6. Ability of members to dedicate their~ 0.32 

Quality Output 

Respondents perceptions of the Quality of Output is highly 

correlated with: 

1. Group Effectiveness 

2. Leadership 

3. Member Skill 

4. Important and Relevant to members 

5. Group Size 

6. Interdependency of members 
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TABLE III - CONT'D 
DEPENDENT MEASURES AND ASSOCIATED HIGHLY CORRELATED 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Acceptability 9f output 

Resp~ndents perceptions of the group output's acceptability to 

others outside the group is highly correlated with: r = 

1. Environmental Support 0.42 

2. Task Clarity 0.35 

3. Important and Relevant to members 0.33 

4. Group Effectiveness o.32 

5. Achievable Task 0.23 
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Caution must be taken in interpreting the statistics in Table 

III. The linear effects of each variable's interrelationships 
·, 

with other variables has not yet been acc~unted for. 

correlations Among Dependent Measurea 
The correlations among dependent measures are shown in Table IV. 

These correlations ar-e low. Therefore, the measures can be 

considered independent and are probably measuring different 

things. An examination of intercorrelations of independent 

variables is tangential to this study., except as they relate to 

dependent measures. This will be examined through regression 

analysis below. 

Regression Analvsis 

From the Pea~son statistics a list of independent variables was 

compiled which show the independent variables most highly 

correlated with the dependent measures. _Because of their high 

individual linear correlations these three sets of independent 

variables were used· in the regression analysis as the m·ost 1 ikely 

variables to be linearly related. 

Regression analysis was carried out to determine if a linear 

relationship existed between the independent and dependent 

measures and, if it does., determine the relative importance of 

the independent variables in predicting the dependent measures 

when the inter-variable linear effects have been removed. 

A st•p wise regression analysis was carried out on the 
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TABLE JY 

CORRELATIONS AMONG DEPENDENT MEASURES 

SUCCESS QUALITY ACCEPTABILITY 

SUCCESS 1.000 0.248 0.263 
0.000 0.038 0.030 

QUALITY 0.248 1. 000 0.262 
0.038 0.000 0.024 

ACCEPTABILITY 0.263 0.262 1.000 
0.030 0.024 0.000 

Correlations = top figure S 1 gn 1 f i ca nee -= bot to 11 f lgure 
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dependent varJables: Quality, Success and Acceptability. The 

independent variable with the largest positive or negative 

partial correlation (linear effects of other variables removed) 

wlth the dep'endent variable ls entered first <Norusls 1984). 

gua11ty 

Table V shows the regr·ess ion results for Quall ty. Group 

Effectiveness, Leadership and member Skills, Knowledge and 

Experi~nce best predict Quality of Output at a 0.05 level of 

slgnlflcance. Therefore, lt may be sald that the perception of 

the respondents ls that the quality of their output was dependent 

on group effectiveness, leadership and the skills, knowledge and 

experience of group members. 

The R Sqr statlstlc lndlcates that the regression model explains 

ap'proximately 52% of the variation in Qual11;y in the sample 

tested. The adjusted R Sqr statistic indicates this model 

explains approximately 48% of the variation in the population. 

The relatively small dlscrepency between R Sqr and adjusted R Sqr 

can be attributed to the number of variables (6) with respect to 

the sample size <59) CNorusls 1983). 

The standard errors of the coefficients <GRP = 0.06, LEAD= 0.16 

and SKILL= 0.109) are reasonably less than the corresponding 

value of their respective coefficients (GRP = 0.23, LEAD= 0.44 

and SKILL= 0.24). The F test results CGRP = 0.001, LEAD= 0.013 

and SKILL= 0.035) allow us to accept these coefficients as being 

significant. 
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With the standard errors reasonable and the F values significant, 

the three variables are probably good estimates of the actual 

relationship between them and the Quality of Output. 

From R Sqr changes,. the following relationship was determined. 

Group Effectiveness, which refers to how well the group felt they 

optimized their resources and org·anized their work,. accounted for 

approximately 35% of the variance in Quality of Output. 

Leadership accounted for approximately 11% and member skills, 

knowledge and experience for approximately 6%. Hence, in terms of 

relati~e importance Group Effectiveness is significantly more 

iaportant in predicting quality output than either of Leadership 

or Skills, Knowledge and Experience. 

Although the result appears sound, caution should be taken with 

its interpretation because of the moderate intercorrelation of 

Group Effectiveness and Leadership <r = 0.41). However, these 

three variables have been consistently associated with the 

quality of group outputs <Hare 1976) and their association in 

this study lends credibility to both the methodology and the 

following findings. 

- ·- ' 
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TABLE Y 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR QUALITY 

AS A DEPENDENT MEASURE 

Multiple R 

R Sq'uare 

Adj. R Sqr. 

F = 14.208 

Var tables In 
variable 

the 

0.723 

0.522 

0.485 

Equation 

Group Effectiveness 

Leadership 

Skill/Knowl~dge/Experience 

Sign1f F = 0.000 

~ ~ 

0.231 0.066 

0.437 o. 169 

0.239 o. 110 

Variables not Jn the Equation 

vartable 
Interdependence 

Group Size 

Important and Relevant 

Beta In 

0.099 

0.098 

o. 181 
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success 
Table VI shows the results from the regression on Success. The 

perception of the respondents is that task achievement, on 

schedule, requires the sponsors comin1tment and that the task be 

important and relevant to task members. 

The R Sqr statistic indicates that the two independent variables 

explain approximately 44% of the variation in Success in the 

sample tested. The adjusted R Sqr statistic Indicates that the 

variables explain approxiaately 41% of the variation ln the 

population. 

Froa the R Sqr changes, Sponsor Commitment accounted for 

approximately 30% of the variance in Success and approximately 

14% for Important and Relevant Task. Therefore, Sponsor 

Coamltment ls more than twice as important ln predicting Success 

as Important and Relevant task. 
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TABLE YX 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR succEss 
AS & DEPENDENT MEASURE 

Multiple R 

R Square 

Adj. R Sqr. 

0.664 

0.441 

0.409 

F = 13.800 Slgnif F = 0.000 

Variables tn the Equation 

Variable 
Sponsor Conunl tment 

Important and Relevant 

Ii 

1.297 

1.648 

Variables not in the Equation 

Yar\able 
Group Effectiveness 

Commitment o~ members to Task 

Member Tl me ava l lable to Task 

Member Stake in outcome 
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0.349 

0.554 

Beta Jo 
o. 147 

-0.012 

0.029 

0.071 

B:.a. 

0.477 
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Acceptability 

In the prediction of an acceptable result, Environmentai Support 

was the only variable which remained significantly related <Table 

VII>. Therefore, respondents perceive that an Acceptable result 

can only be predicted by Environmental Support. 

Only 16% of the variance in Acceptability is explained by 

Environmental Support in the sample tested. In the populatio'n 14'% 

of the variance is explained by Environmental Support. No other 

independent measure remained significantly associated with 

Acceptability when the effects of Environmental Support were 

accounted for. 
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TABLE vrr 

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR ACCEPTABILITY 

AS A DEPENDENT MEASURE 

Multiple R 

R Square 

0.400 

o. 160 

Adj. R Sqr. 0. 140 

F = 7.826 Sign i f F = 0. oo·e 

variables Jn the Equation 

vartabJ.e 
Environmental Support 

1l 

0.606 

variables not in the Equation 

variable Beta In 
Group Effectiveness 

Clarity of Task 

Achievabil i ty 

Important and Relevant 

0.248 

0. 156 

-0.056 

o. 152 
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V. prscussION 

This study set out to determine what factors a sponsor, who ls 

not a group member, could act upon to increase the posslblllty of 

a task group achieving the task on time, o'n schedule, within cost 

and with an acceptable and quallty ,result. The perspective of 

this study is from the point of view of what variables or factors 

the sponsor can control to influence conditions and task group 

perforlftance. The factors associated with task group functioning 

were described and analyzed ln ter-s of the task group's context 

and internal conditions. 

The important result from this study is that certain variables 

and ~lets of variables (factors> are seen to influence the 

conditions within which the task group functions and this in turn 

seems to have a significant Influence on task group performance. 

The quality of group outputs appear to primarily be determined 

by internal group conditions. Member's knowledge and skill ls 

viewed as a contextual factor sponsors can manipulate to ensure 

effective task groups, but member skill only accounted for 6% of 

the variance in output quality. 

The achievement of the task on schedule, however, appeared to be 

solely determined by contextual variables. The sponsor's 

comaltment ls clearly under the sponsor's control. The degree to 

which members perceive the task as important ls probably also 

heavily influenced by the sponsor. This last theoretical 
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assumption, however, needs to be tested in future research. 

The only variable which remained significantly associated with 

acceptability of output was environmental support. 

Thus two of the four dependent outcomes were mainly explained by 

contextual variables, while a third was mainly the result of 

internal conditions. The fourth dependent measure Cc-0st> was not 

explained by the variables measured in this study. 

Limitations 

The overall impressio'n of this study is good. The statistics 

stand up to reason against general task group dynamics and 

thinking of the task group in terms of its internal conditions 

and external environment. 

However, before more research is done with this model, some 

aspects of the approach should be improved'. The sample size seems 

to be ~inimally adequate. More samples need to be taken to 

improve homogeneity in order to avoid sampling errors and 

subsequent biases. 

Retrospective sense making causes difficulty in getting a 

consistent response throughout the group and may cause biases. It 

is difficult for respondents to put the performance of their task 

group into a complete and consistent context without much 

preparation. A review of the factors and their measures may 

prov~ worthwhile. In particular, obtaining more substantial 

dependent measures other than simply members perceptions. 
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The area where this seems weakest is in the relationship between 

acceptability of group output and environmental support. It may 

be that in looking back, member's will rate environments as 

supportive when the group's output has been accepted. This 

reverses the order of causality we wanted to test. The fact that 

environmental support scale ls composed of 9 variables should 

mitigate against this tendency to some extent. It would, of 

course, be much better to have group members rate the group 

context prior to completion of the task to eliminate this 

possible bias. 

App11cat1ons 

Managers who form task groups may find the results of this study 

useful. First of all, the study shows that the involve~•nt of 

highly committed sponsors ls a strong predictor of task group 

success and that the existence of strong environmental support 

predicts an acceptable outcome. Therefore to predicate an 

acceptable outcome on schedule, highly committed sponsorship must 

be established which Will define a relevant and important task, 

form a competent task group and provide strong environmental 

support. 

Secondly, it was shown that member and leader competence together 

with effective management of the group's assets predicts a 

quality output. Therefore, to facilitate group process, the 

sponsor should endeavor to have the correct balance of skills, 

knowledge and experience present ln the leadership and 
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membership of the task group. 

Future Research 

One outcome of research is the need for more research. The 

results of this study leave some unanswered questions. Further 

study should look more closely at different combinations of 

variables to perhaps create new and perhaps more logical factor 

sets. This may also serve to lower the intercorrelation between 

the independent variables. 

Another area which needs further exploration is the cause-effect 

relationhip among the variables. Work needs to be done to assess 

the entire structure of linkages among the variables; in general, 

to determine consequences of different ordering on cause-effect 

relationships. 

A better understanding of the interrela~ionship of the task 

group's external environment, internal conditions and the 

boundary which links both is needed in order to refine the 

positioning of task group factors and associated variables 

within this context. 
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APPENDIX I , 

auESTIQNNAIRE 
Interviewee: Group Code: Group Size: 

Position: Sponsor: 

Ask questions of the sponsor and the group members. 

What was the pul"pose of the group? 

Who was in the group and why? 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE§ 

succgss 
·scope 

To What extent: 

1.1 Was the mission, as defined, achieved? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

1.2 Was the scope of the mission changed? 

Totally 
1 

schedule 

2 
Somewhat 

3 4 

Totally 
5 

Not at All 
5 

Was there a completion date established? YES NO 

1.2 Was the completion date achieved unrevised? 

Not at all 
1 2 

Reasonably Well 
3 4 

Totally 
5 

1.4 Was the mission completed without unscheduled overtime 
or extra work? 

Excessive 
1 2 

Some 
3 

.51 -

4 
Totally 
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PRODUCTIVITY(as a function of Efficiency and Effectiveness) 

output 
To what extent do you think that: 

2.1 the results of the group were high quality? 

Low 
1 2 

Satisfactory 
3 4 

High 
5 

2.2 the results of the group were acceptable to others 
who had a stake in the outcome? 

Not at All 
1 

To what extent 

3. 1 the group 
the group 

Not at all 
. 1 

Somewhat 
2 3 

Input 
do you think that: 

optimized the skills 
by the membership? 

2 
Somewhat 

3 

4 

and 

4 

Totally 
5 

knowledge brought to 

Totally 
5 

3.2 the group worked in a well orchestrated manner? Did 
they 'do things right'? 

Not at all 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Totally 
5 

Index of success is defined as Scope*<Schedule + Cost) 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
LEADERSHIP 
Was formal leadership established in the group? 

Did the sponsor select the leader? 

YES NO 

YES NO 

·· To what extent: 

4.1 Did the leader have influence in the organization? 

Very Little 
1 2 

Some 
3 
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4.2 Was the leader allowed to plan prior to the groups 
first meeting? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Totally 
5 

4.3 Was the leader prepared with an appr6ach to the task? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Completely 
5 

4.4 Did the leader have knowledge and experience on the 
subject? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Competant 
5 

4.5 Did the leader communicate effectively internal to the 
group? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Very Well 
5 

4.6 Did the leader communicate effectively external to the 
group? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Very Well 
5 

4.7 Did the leader manage the group's work? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Very Well 
5 

4.8 Old the leader have a concern for establishing and 
maintaining mission direction? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Very Well 
5 

4.9 Was the leader comfortable with surfacing and dealing 
with disagreement within the group? 

Not at All Somewhat Totally 
1 2 3 4 5 

4. 10 Did the leader contribute to the achievement of the 
mission? 

Not at All Somewhat Very w·e 11 
1 2 3 4 5 
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4.11 Wa5 the leaderahlp of the group exercised by other5? 

Totally 
1 

INTERDEPENDENCY 
To what extent: 

-
2 

Somewhat 
3 

Not at all 
5 

5.1 did the members need each other to get the task done? 

Very Little 
1 2 

Some 
3 4 

Strongly 
5 

5.2 were all the members necessary to accomplish the task? 

None 
1 2 

Some 
3 4 

All 
5 

5.3 did quality results depend upon total team effort? 

Very Little 
1 

COMMITMENT 

2 

To what extent: 

6. 1 

6.2 

were the members 

Not at All 
1 2 

were the members, 
and its success? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Totally 
5 

in general committed to the task? 

Somewhat 
3 

in general, 

Somewhat 
3 

Completely 
4 5 

committed to the group 

4 
Completely 

5 

6.3 was the sponsor committed to the group and the task? 

Not at All 
1 

RESOURCE MIX 
To what extent: 

2 
Somewhat 

3 4 
Completely 

5 

7.1 did the members have the skill, knowledge and 
experience to accomplish the task? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Adequate 
3 4 

Competent 
5 



Resource Mix - cont,a 
7.2 did the members have Interpersonal skills necessary for 

effective group work? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Adequate 
3 4 

Competent 
5 

7.3 did the group have the contacts to various parts of the 
organization which were necessary for task success? 

Very Little 
1 2 

Adequate 
3 4 

Extremely Good 
5 

7.4 were members able to dedicate their time and contribute 
to the group's worth? 

Very Little 
1 2 

Adequately 
3 4 

Totally 
5 

7.5 did the group size <too big or too small) affect group 
performance? 

Unworkable 
1 

MOTIVATING TASK 
To what degree: 

2 
Satisfactory 

3 4 
Excellent 

5 

8.1 was the nature of the task such that people could know 
whether they were making progress as they worked? 

Not at All 
l 2 

Sometimes 
3 4 

Often 
5 

8.2 did the group receive feedback as it worked? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Sometimes 
3 4 

Often 
5 

8.3 were you clear on what the mission was? 

Not at All 
l 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Completely 
5 

8.4 did you feel that the mission was achievable? 

Not -at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 
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Mot1yat1ng Task - cont'd 
9.5 did you feel that the mission was challenging? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Extremely 
5 

9.6 did you feel that the mission was important and 
relevant to group members? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Extremely 
5 

9.7 did you feel that all members had a stake in the 
outcome? 

Not at All 
1 2 

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT 
To what extent: 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Totally 
5 

10.1 did you feel that your efforts would be recognized by 
your peers and supervisors? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Extremely Well 
5 

10.2 did you feel that your efforts would be valued by your 
peers and supervisors? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Extremely 
5 

10.3 did you feel that the organization responded to the 
group~s requests for information? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Extremely Well 
5 

10.4 did you feel that the organization responded to the 
- group's requests for resources? 

Not at All 
L 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Extremely Well 
5 

10.5 di~you feel that the organization responded to the 
grou~~s requests for de6isions? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Extreme 1 y We 11 
5 



10.6 did you feel that the organization responded to the 
group's requests for ~ction? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Extremely Well 
5 

10.7 did you · believe that the group could influence the 
organization? 

Very Little 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Strongly 
5 

10.8 did you believe that the groups output would actually 
be used'? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Strongly 
5 

10.9 did you believe that others in the organization 
expected the group to succeed? 

Not at All 
1 2 

Somewhat 
3 4 

Strongly 
5 

GROUP PROCESS 

TIME 

To what extent: 

11.1 did the group·depend upon a structured 
process in accomplishing the mission as opposed to the 
innovative ability of the team? 

Structured Structured and Innovative 
Innovative 

1 2 3 4 5 

11.2 was the leader able to quickly mobll ize the group? 

Not at All Somewhat Very Well 
l 2 3 4 5 

CONSTRAINt 
12. l To what extent was sufficient time made available to 

the accomplishment of a task? 

Not Enough Adequate Unlimited 
1 2 3 4 5 
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APPENDIX II 

INTRODUCTION 
RESEARCH STUDY ON 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL WORK GROUPS 

I am conducting research under the auspices of the Simon 
Fraser University Executive MBA Program. The focus of this 
research is in the area of managing organizational change which 
includes strategy management., organization development., 
management practice., human resource development and managing 
planning and development activities. 

One aspect of this research is to determine the extent to 
which certain characteristics Ce.g leadership., commitment., 
interdependency etc.> make one project team., task force or 
committee more successful than another and to what extent these 
characteristics are likely to influence and predict group 
success. 

I am looking for the participation of the sponsor and the 
group members of such work groups. By participating in this 
research the sponsor and the group members can benefit by: 

1. receiving an evaluation report on the work group's 
productivity and success on a specific task against 
the characteristics around which the group was organized. 

2. receiving a full report on the results and findings 
of the research. 

3. learning more about the adaptive/readaptive processes 
within organizations. 

4. helping develop a framework which can be used by the 
participants and others to structure teams or 
groups in ways which will facilitate their productivity 
and success. 

The participants anonymity and material confidentiality will 
be respected. Individual groups will not be identified in 
the full report. However., it is expected that companies which 
participate in the research will be acknowledged. 

The research will involve only a twenty (20) to thirty (30) 
minute telephone interview with the sponsor and each group 
member. If lt is not possible to interview the whole group., two 
members plus the sponsor would be appropriate. 

Because of the nature of your group work, I feel that your 
company could make a major contribution to this research. 

Lea Johnson Ph. 732-3400 
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APPENDIX III 

SUMMARY OF ACRONYMS USED IN 
THE FOLLOWING CORRELATION MATRIX 

ACRONYM VARIABLES ACRONYM VARIABLES 
SUCCESS Scope COMTSK Commitment to 

Schedule Task 
COMGRP Commitment to 

QUALTY 'Quality Group 
COMSPN Commitment of 

ACCEPT Acceptability Sponsor 

COST Cost SKILL Skill/Knowledge/ 
Experience 

LEDSHP Direction 
Knowledge/ INTSKL Interpersonal 
Experience Skills 
Communication CNTCTS Contacts 
Management 
Duty TIME Time 
Problem Solving 
Contribution GRPSZE Group Size 

GRPEFF Optimization FBKPRG Feedback on 
Organization Progress 

FBKTSK Feedback on 
INTDEP Need Task 

Necessity CLARTY Clarity 
De p·e nde nee 

ACBLTY Achieveability 
ENVSUP Visibility 

Value CHLGNG Challenge 
Information 
Resources RELVNT Important and 
Decisions Relevant 
Action 
Influence STAKE Stake 
Usefulness 
Expectation METHOD Methodology 

AUTNMY Autonomy PROGRS Progress 

INFLNC Influence 
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APPENDIX I I I 

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

Strength of Linear Relationships 

SUCCESS QUALTY ACCEPT COST LEDSHP GRPEFF INTDEP ENYSUP AUTNl1Y INFLNC COl1TSK COIIGRP COl1SPN SKIU 
SUCCESS 1.000 0.248 0,263 0.023 0.090 0.368 0.129 0.190 -0.021 -0.149 0.159 0.385 0,397 0.109 

0.000 0.038 0,030 0,436 0.262 0.011 0.180 0,080 0,442 0.149 0.129 0.002 0.002 0.220 

QUALTY 0,248 1.000 0.261 -0.009 0.523 0,598 0.281 0,246 0.067 0.231 0,146 0.306 0,192 0.394 
0.038 0.000 0.024 0,474 0.000 0.000 0.016 0,031 0.316 0.042 0,137 0.010 0.074 0.001 

ACCEPT 0.263 0.261 1,000 -0.039 0.153 0.316 0.054 0.420 0. 114 0.201 0.130 0.064 0.039 0.190 
0.030 0.024 0.000 0,387 0.125 0.019 0,343 0.001 0.209 0.067 o. 165 0,317 0,387 0.076 

COST 0.023 -0.009 -0.039 1.000 0.113 0.117 0.071 0.022 0.304 0.054 -0.197 -0.188 0.150 -0.068 
0.436 0.474 0.387 0.000 o. 198 0.227 0,299 0.434 0.013 0.344 0.069 0.079 0,130 0.305 

LEDSHP 0.090 0.523 0.153 0,113 1.000 0.419 0.136 0.353 0.204 0.387 0.059 0.252 0.493 0,268 
0.262 0.000 0, 125 0, 198 0.000 0.003 0,151 0.003 0.069 0.001 0,328 0.027 0.000 0.020 

6RPEff 0,368 0.598 0.316 0,117 0.419 1.000 0.376 0.159 -0.119 0,252 0,341 0.522 0.233 0.153 
0.011 0.000 0.019 0,227 0.003 0.000 0.006 0.105 0.238 0.054 0,012 0.000 0.066 0.164 

lNTDEP 0~129 0.281 o.054 0.071 0.136 0.376 1.000 0,035 -0.324 -0.330 0.080 0.452 0.008 0.167 
0.180 0.016 0.343 0,299 0.151 0,006 0.000 0,397 0,008 0.006 0,273 0,000 0,475 0.103 

ENYSUP 0, 190 0,246 0,420 0,022 0,353 0.159 0,035 1.000 0.281 0,047 0.306 0,218 0.314 0.281 
0.080 0.031 0.001 0,434 0.003 0.105 0.397 0.000 0.020 0,364 0,009 0.048 0.008 0.015 

AUTNIIY -0.021 0.067 0.114 0.304 0.204 -0.119 -0.324 0.281 1.000 0.225 -0.052 -0.257 0.278 0.037 
0.442 0.316 0.209 0.013 0.069 0,238 0.008 0,020 0.000 0.053 0.355 0,030 0.021 0.395 

l'NFlNC -0.149 0,231 0.201 0.054 0.387 0.252 -0.330 0.047 0,225 1.000 -0.139 -0.152 -0.014 -0.108 
0.149 0.042 0,067 0,344 0.001 0.054 0.006 0,364 0,053 0.000 0,148 0.127 0.460 0.211 

COIITSK 0.159 0,146 0.130 -0,197 0.059 0,341 0.080 0.306 -0.052 -0.139 1,000 0.531 0.045 0.303 
0, 129 0,137 0.165 0,069 0.328 0.012 0.273 0,009 0.355 0,148 0,000 0.000 0,368 0.010 

COl16RP 0,385 0,306 0,064 -0.188 0.252 0.522 0,452 0.218 -0.257 -0.152 0.531 1.000 0.248 0,195 
0.002 0,010 0.317 0,079 0.027 0.000 0,000 0.048 0.030 0.127 0.000 0.000 0.029 0,069 

CDl1SPNS 0,397 0.192 0.039 0,150 0.493 0.233 0,008 0.314 0,278 -0.014 0,045 0.248 1.000 0.082 
0.002 0,074 0.387 0,130 0.000 0,066 0.475 0.008 0.021 0,460 0.368 0,029 0.000 0.269 

SKILL 0,109 0.394 0.190 -0.068 0.268 0,153 0.167 0.281 0.037 -0.108 0.303 O. 19S 0,082 1,000 
0,220 0.001 0.076 0.305 0.020 o. 164 0,103 0.015 0.395 0,211 0,010 0.069 0,269 0,000 

ENTRIES ARE : Correlation Coefficient = r (Top Entry) 
Significance= Sig CBotto1 Entry> 
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APPENDIX III 

PEARSON CORRELATlON COEFFICIENTS CONT'D 

tNTSKL CNTCTS Tl"E GRPSZE rBKPR6 rBKTSK CLARTY ACBLTY CHL6N6 RELVNT STAKE "ETHOD PR06RS 
SUCCESS -0.178 -0.083 0,319 0,164 0,030 0,071 -0,172 0,058 0,012 0,343 0,347 -0,203 0.072 

0.104 0,279 0.010 0,123 0,416 0.308 0.112 0,341 0,466 0.006 0,006 0.074 0,306 

QUALITY 0.156 0.200 0.104 0,322 -0.019 0,223 0.274 0,144 0,265 0.350 0,214 0,054 0.250 
0.121 0.066 0,218 0,007 0.443 0.046 0.019 0.140 0.022 0.004 0.054 0.343 0.029 

ACCEPT, 0.003 0.108 0, 126 0,013 0,217 0,057 0,346 0,229 -0.095 0,335 o. 110 -0.071 0,168 
0.491 0.210 0,173 0.460 0,051 0.335 0.004 0.042 0,240 0.005 0,206 0.297 0,104 

COST -0.091 0,109 -0,079 -0.049 -0.157 0.051 0.011 -0,139 -0.069 -0.169 0.089 -0.015 0,017 
0.247 0.209 0,277 0,356 0.119 0,350 0.466 0,148 0,330 0.101 0,252 0,4S7 0.449 

LEADSHl'P 0.153 0,206 -0.051 0,213 -0.157 -0.056 0.245 0.084 0, 151 0.243 0.272 -0.021 01412 
0.124 0,059 0,351 0.052 0.117 0,336 0.031 0,263 0, 127 0.032 0,018 0,437 0.001 

GRPEff 0,267 0.144 0,372 0,242 -0.007 0,313 0,366 -0.030 0,384 0.147 0.414 -0.141 0,327 
0.041 0.179 0,007 0,059 0.481 0.020 0.008 0,424 0.005 0.174 0,003 0,184 0,016 

INTDEP 0,052 -0.014 0.108 0,098 -0,095 0.252 -0.042 0.100 0,127 0.047 o.2tt -0.020 -0.152 
0,348 0,4S9 0,208 0,229 0,238 0.027 0.375 0,226 0,168 0.361 0.055 0,440 0,127 

ENVSUP 0.220 0.214 0,233 0,288 0, 128 0.053 0,2S9 0,553 -0.004 0.446 0.226 -0.037 0.335 
0.047 0.0s2 0.038 0,013 0.168 0.346 0.024 0.000 0,489 0.000 0,043 0.397 0.005 

AUTONNY -0.010 0.182 -0.113 -0,032 0.112 -0.278 0.152 -0.102 -0.068 -0.193 -0,124 -0.054 0,153 
0.472 0,094 0,208 0,410 0.211 0.021 0.137 0.231 0,314 0.081 0,186 0,3S0 0.137 

INFLNC 0.161 0.289 -0.103 -0,203 -0.109 -0.280 0.303 -0.003 0, 185 0,023 -0,043 0.102 0,271 
0.114 0,014 0.220 0,063 0,207 0.017 0.010 0.490 0.082 0.432 0.375 0,223 0.021 

CONTASK 0.273 0.162 0.422 0,284 0.292 0,123 0,29S 0,219 0,296 0.336 0.236 0.002 0,420 
0.018 0.110 0.000 0,014 0.012 0.117 0.012 0,048 0,011 0.005 0.036 0.495 0.001 

CO"GRP 0.284 0,151 0,466 0,182 -0.042 0.007 -0.016 0.140 0,318 0.346 0.363 -0.134 0,316 
0.015 0,128 0.000 0.084 0,377 0,480 0,451 0.145 0,007 0.004 0.002 0,156 0.008 

COIISPONS -0,072 0.210 0.196 0,043 -0.109 -0.098 0.119 -0.008 0,068 0,209 0,311 -o. 118 0,345 
0,294 0,055 0.068 0,373 0,205 0.230 0,185 0,476 0.305 0.056 0.008 0.186 0.004 

SKI'LL 0, 139 0, 148 -0.067 0,363 0.316 0.170 o. 199 0,239 0, 176 0.257 0.068 -0.002 0,019 
0.147 0.132 0.306 0.002 0.007 0.099 0.065 0,034 0,091 0.025 0,305 0.493 0,444 
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APPENDIX I I I 

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS CONT'D 

) 

INTSKL CNTCTS TINE 6RPSZE FBKPR6 FBKTSK CLARTV ACBLTV CHL6N6 RELVNT STAKE NETHOD PROGRS 
INTSKL 1.000 0,296 0.172 0,185 o. 173 -o. 165 0,233 0,215 0.300 0.301 0,154 -0.005 0.319 

0.000 0.011 0.096 0,445 0.094 0.106 0.037 0,051 0.010 0,010 0,121 0.4B4 0,007 

CNTCTS 0,296 1,000 0.130 -0.056 0.086 -0.297 0.312 o·.024 0.291 0.126 0,284 0.114 0.220 
0,011 0.000 0.163 0,329 0.258 0.001 0,00B 0,42B 0.013 0.171 0.015 0,195 0,04B 

TINE 0,172 0.130 1. 00-0 0,057 0.124 0.039 -0.010 0,071 -0.003 0.254 0,228 0,072 0.386 
0,096 0,163 0.000 0,335 0.174 0.385 0.469 0,296 0.491 0.026 0,041 0.293 0.001 

GRPSZE 0.185 -0.056 0.057 1,000 0.023 0.188 -0.044 0.206 0,159 0,178 0,272 -0.121 0.336 
0,445 0.329 0,335 0,000 0,430 0,076 0.370 0,059 0.115 0,08B 0,018 0.180 0.005 

fBKPRG ' 0.173 0,086 0.124 0.023 1,000 o. 111 0.099 0.001 0.079 0,159 -0,162 -0.170 0,050 
0.094 0.258 0.174 0,430 0.000 0.201 0.227 0.498 0.276 0,114 0,109 0,099 0.354 

fBKTSK -0.165 -0.297 0.039 0,188 0.111 1,000 0.016 0.074 0.142 0.177 0,144 -0.116 -0.066 
0,106 0.001 0,385 0,076 0.201 0.000 0.451 0,288 0,142 0.090 0,139 0.191 0,311 

CLRITV 0,233 0,312 -0.010 -0.044 0.099 0.016 1,000 0.323 0,252 0,294 0,104 0.001 0.174 
0,037 o.ooe 0,469 0,370 0.227 0.451 0.000 0.006 0,027 0.012 0,21B 0,498 0,096 

ACHBLT 0.21'5 0.024 0.071 0,206 0.001 0,074 0,323 1,000 0.020 0,42B 0, 164 -0.047 0.110 
0,051 0.428 0,296 0,059 0.498 0.288 0,006 0.000 0,439 0.000 0,107 0,363 0.206 

CHALNG 0.300 0.291 -0.003 0,159 0.079 0.142 0,252 0.020 1,000 0,259 0,263 0,064 0.377 
0.010 0.013 0.491 0,115 0,276 0.142 0.027 0.439 0.000 0,024 0.022 0.315 0.002 

RELVNT 0.301 0.126 0.254 0,178 0.159 0,177 0.294 0,428 0.259 1.000 0,393 -0.025 0.309 
0.010 0.171 0.026 0,088 0.114 0,090 0.012 0,000 0,024 0.000 0.001 0,424 0.009 

STAKE 0,154 0,284 0.228 0,272 -0.162 0.144 0.104 o. 164 0,263 0,393 1.000 -0,142 0.414 
0.121 0,015 0,041 0,018 0,109 0.139 0,21B 0,107 0.022 0.001 0,000 0.142 0,001 

NETHOD -0.005 o. 114 0.072 -0.121 -0.170 -0.116 0.001 -0.047 0,064 -0.025 -0,142 1.000 -0.009 
0.484 0,195 0.293 0,180 0.099 0,191 0.498 0,363 0.315 0,424 0.142 0.000 0.474 

PROGRS 0.319 0.220 0.386 0,336 0.050 -0.066 0.174 0.110 0.377 0,309 0,414 -0.009 1.000 
0.007 0.048 0.001 0,005 0.354 0.311 0.096 0,206 0,002 0.009 0.001 0.474 0,000 
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APPENDIX IV 

FACTOR MEANS ANQ STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

ACRONYM Hllli. STD. DEV MINIMUM MAXIMUM VALID N 

SUCCESS 7.073 2.460 2.00 10.00 52 
QUALTY 4.293 0.701 3.0 5.0 58 
ACCEPT 3.784 0.732 2.0 5.0 58 
COST 2.922 1.220 1.0 5.0 58 

LEDSHP 3.950 0.511 2.63 5.00 59 
GRPEFF 8. 163 1. 370 5.00 10.00 43 
INTDEP 4.469 0.622 1.67 5.00 59 
ENVSUP 3.973 0.482 3.00 5.00 59 

AUTNMY 3.907 1. 010 2.0 5.0 54 
INFLNC 3.759 0.791 2.0 5.0 58 

COMTSK 4.517 0.616 3 .-0 5.0 59 
COMGRP 4. 107 0.900 2.0 5.0 59 
COMSPN 4.203 0.965 2.0 5.0 59 
SKILL 3.869 0.791 2.0 5.0 59 
INTSKL 4. 144 0.676 3.0 5.0 59 
CNTCTS 4. 186 0.830 2.0 5.0 59 
TIME 4.322 0.721 3.0 5.0 59 
GRPSZE 4.254 0.811 2.5 5.0 59 

FBKPRG 4. 195 0.749 3.0 5.0 59 
FBKTSK 3.551 1. 070 1.0 5.0 59 
CLARTY 4.407 0.768 2.0 5.0 59 
ACBLTY 4.237 0.768 3.0 5.0 59 
CHLGNG 4.492 0.685 2.0 5.0 59 
RELVNT 4.449 0.628 3.0 5.0 59 
STAKE 4.305 0.851 2.0 5.0 59 

METHOD 2.958 0.678 1.5 5.0 59 
PROGRS 4.509 0.659 2.0 5.0 58 
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